
The story of me  

I was born at the beginning of the year 1985 in Zagreb, the capital 

of the country today known as Croatia. My family was not too big 

and it consisted of my mom, my dad and my bigger sister Iva (you 

pronounce it /ǐva̞/). We lived together in a small flat above our 

grandparents. I remember my early childhood as the time mostly 

spent in the backyard of our house, our cottage house or my 

aunt’s yard. I felt carefree and happy. At least till the war started. 

Zagreb wasn’t as affected by Serbian aggression as much as the 

other parts of Croatia but still, things changed. Even though my parents did everything in their 

power to make us feel safe and not worried, we could still feel the difference. The summer 

before I started my first year in school, mom and grandma took us for a trip to 

Hungary and Germany. There I encountered foreign cultures for the first 

time. I absolutely loved it! The only thing that I couldn’t understand 

was why dad and grandpa couldn’t join us on this “vacation trip”. 

Mommy packed us and we left Zagreb for the summer. First stop 

was the Balaton Lake in Hungary. The Hungarian family that rented 

us their apartment and their black dog Jacky stayed carved in my 

brain. They were such nice people and Jacky was one great dog. 

After enjoying our stay there and everyday-swimming in Balaton, the 

time came to drive further to Germany. In our old white Yugo, after 

spending one night at the border, we arrived safely to Germany. My 

mom had family near München and they agreed to take us in for couple of 

months. Our relatives prepared their vacation trailer for us. It felt like Christmas to me: Iva and I 

had our own private little house to play in. Germany offered many new awesome things that we 

still haven´t had in Croatia like “the best ever water-park” and super tasty ice-creams. After that 

Germany became the country I always wanted to go back to. I thought life couldn´t get better 

than this but it did, with a bit of delay, but it did.  As summer came to the end, we returned to 

Croatia. The house was still in place and daddy and grandpa were still there, healthy and in one 

piece. Autumn came and brought new obligations and excitement. My first day of school came 



and I was completely ready to be like my older sister – a scholar. And as it turned out, mom 

made a good decision by sending me to school one year earlier, I liked it a lot. Back in that time I 

was pretty shy but willing to work hard for my grades. Today I am thankful on that because it 

brought me where I am today. Years passed but the war was still going on. Our visits to the 

basement and the sound of sirens became a normal part of our everyday life. I remember how 

my mom decorated the whole basement so it would look like a real kid’s room. We even had 

our toys, games and books down there with us. For some time mom’s friends and their kids also 

stayed with us. Iva and I liked it a lot because it seemed like a pajama party almost every night. 

 Finally the war ended. The costs of the war were great but at least we, the Croats, finally had 

our own country. For my family, costs were not as high as for some families but we were not 

spared of them either. My other grandparents lost their home in Slavonia (eastern part of 

Croatia) and moved to Zagreb. In that period I met many people that left a trace on me. Sadly 

they just passed through my life in their search for a better one. For some of them I still wonder 

if they are alive. Sadly, I will never know.  As I said the war ended but something new and 

“horrible” happened to me: the puberty. I absolutely hated it! I still attended my primary school 

at that time (in Croatia it is from 1st till 8th grade) and had no fun at it at all. I didn’t belong to 

one of the popular groups and they made it very clear to me every single day. I have to admit it 

was hard but today when I look back at what those people achieved and compare them to me, I 

am sure somebody from up above had greater plans for me. Finally I made it to high school, 

with my good grades I managed to enroll language high school. I learned a lot and as I later 

often said to my university-friends, I don´t think I will ever again need to study that hard. My 

high-school time I also often relate to my first experiences abroad. In 2001 Iva and I traveled to 

Cambridge for a month to study English. In one of Cambridge’s colleges we developed love for 

different countries, cultures and languages. In England 

our traveling experience only just began and many other 

trips followed: again England, Russia, Austria, Italy, 

Sweden, Finland and many more. As the high-school 

ended and we both enrolled universities, our 

curiousness for new things only grew. Aside the one for 

new countries,  I discovered another one: I wanted to 

know more about nature. Till then I wanted to become 



an artist and I was preparing myself for the Academy of Arts. By lucky chance or finger of 

destiny I decided to enroll PMF (The Faculty of Natural and Mathematical Sciences) in Zagreb. In 

two weeks of studying I managed to pass the enrollment test and become one of the students. 

That was the most important success I achieved till this year, I´d say. University times were 

definitively great times. I built many friendships there that, I am sure, will last a lifetime. The 

university-time was time of partying, travelling, exploring and occasional studying. It was in one 

word – GREAT! Iva and I were not only sisters anymore, we 

became real friends. After spending summer of 2006 in the 

USA – living without each other was not imaginable. It was the 

summer of adventures. After it, Iva got one-semester 

scholarship in Sankt Petersburg and I got one-semester 

scholarship in Uppsala in Sweden. My scholarship brought new 

adventures, new memories and new friendships. It seemed as 

if only one more thing missed in my life, love from that one 

special person. I still didn´t know it then but he was on his way. 

As it seems destiny had it written down that I will be a traveler. 

After deciding to accompany my sister on her trip to London I made a firm decision not to fall in 

love ever again, especially not in somebody who comes from another country. I was wrong, and 

how wrong I was. My guardian angel Iva made me be at the right time and in the right place to 

meet him. After that history was writing itself pretty fast. This year I am proud to say I am his 

wife. I did have to leave my country, my language, my friends 

and family to travel with him to a foreign country but it was 

worth it. Now I have two homes, one in Germany and one 

in Croatia, and they are equally great. Somehow I always 

knew Germany will be my home one day. Being here where I 

am right now in life is definitively my greatest accomplishment. I 

am very excited to see what adventures and challenges lay in front of us. 
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